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Abstract. Network virtualisation is a promising technique for a better
future Internet by allowing for network resource sharing. However, re-
source sharing requires that virtual nodes and links be embedded onto
substrate nodes and links (virtual network embedding), and thereafter
the allocated resources dynamically managed throughout the lifetime
of the virtual network (dynamic resource allocation). Since the con-
strained virtual network embedding problem is NP–Hard, many existing
approaches are not only static, but also make simplifying assumptions,
most of which would not apply in practical environments. This PhD re-
search proposes improvements to both virtual network embedding and
dynamic resource allocation. The objective is to achieve an efficient util-
isation of physical network resources. To this end, we propose a path
generation-based approach for a one-shot, unsplittable flow virtual net-
work embedding, and a reinforcement learning-based dynamic allocation
of substrate network resources.

Keywords: Autonomic and self-management, Future Internet, Virtual
Networks, Virtual Network Embedding, Dynamic Resource Allocation.

1 Introduction

Network Virtualisation [1] promises to allow infrastructure providers (InP) who
own substrate networks (SN) to lease out chunks of their physical resources to
service providers (SP) who use these resources to create virtual networks (VN),
which can be used to provide end-to-end services to final users. A VN is composed
of virtual links and nodes, which have to be embedded onto SN links and nodes
respectively. One problem encountered in setting up a virtual network is the need
for efficient management of SN resources. This problem can normally be divided
into two steps; the first of which performs the embedding of virtual nodes and
links onto substrate nodes and links respectively−also known as virtual network
embedding (VNE)−and the second one involves dynamic resource allocation
(DRA) throughout the lifetime of VNs, aimed at efficient resource utilisation.

VNE with constraints on virtual nodes and links (e.g. topology, node capacity
and link bandwidth) reduces to the multi-way separator problem, which is known
to be NP-Hard [2]. Therefore, several existing solutions that propose one-shot
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embedding such as [3] assume that all VN resource requirements are known
a priori (offline case) and that the SN has unbounded resources, while others
reduce the complexity further by assuming that the SN supports splitting of
flows [4], and perform node and link embedding in two separate steps [5]. Even
proposals that coordinate the two steps such as [2] still perform two separate
embedding steps. Carrying out node and link embedding in two separate steps
can lead to blocking or rejecting of resource requests at the link mapping stage
and hence a sub-optimal substrate resource utilisation, which would negatively
impact the revenue of InPs. The first part of this research (Section 2.1) proposes
a near optimal solution to the unsplittable flow, one-shot VNE problem. This is
achieved by formulating a mathematical program [6] of the VNE problem, and
applying path generation [7] to allow for a faster, efficient solution. The objective
is not only to reduce the time complexity of one-shot VNE, but also achieve
comparatively good performance compared to two-step embedding proposals.

In addition, many current approaches [2]–[4] are static approaches (stop at
the VNE step) without any considerations for possibilities of adjustments to
the initial embedding, while those that propose dynamic solutions [8]–[11] do
allocate a fixed amount of node and link resources to the VNs through out their
life time. Overall, the number of dynamic solutions to VNE is limited [1]. Since
network loading due to user traffic varies with time, allocating a fixed amount
of resources based on peak loading could lead to an inefficient utilisation of
overall SN resources, whereby, during periods when some virtual nodes and/or
links are lightly loaded, substrate resources are still reserved for them, while
possibly rejecting new requests for such resources. Once again, this would lead
to inefficient resource utilisation and hence have a negative impact on the revenue
of InPs, and could hinder the practical advancement of network virtualisation.
Our second proposal (Section 2.2) follows a successful VNE, and involves the
use of a decentralised multi-agent system (MAS) [12] which uses reinforcement
learning (RL) [13] for life-cycle dynamic allocation of resources to all embedded
VNs. The goal is to achieve efficient utilisation of overall SN resources, while
ensuring that that the quality of service parameters such as packet drop rate
(for virtual nodes) and delay (for virtual links) for the VNs are not affected.

2 Proposed Approaches: PaGe–VNE and RL–DRA

2.1 Path Generation-Based VNE (PaGe–VNE)

PaGe–VNE uses two mathematical programs. One is a path-based formulation
of the one-shot VNE problem, also known as the primal problem, while the other
is its corresponding dual problem. For given instances of the problem, both the
primal and dual problems have approximately the same solution value. As shown
in Fig. 1, for a given VN request, PaGe–VNE begins by obtaining an initial so-
lution (composed of paths P1 in an augmented substrate network [2]) to the
primal problem using a VNE approach that performs node and link mapping in
two coordinated stages. The coordination involves solving a mathematical pro-
gram of the node mapping problem, which is biased by the virtual link demands
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Fig. 2. RL–DRA

and substrate link capacities, and then the use Dijkstra’s shortest path algo-
rithm [14] for the link mapping stage. Since the initial solution involves node
and link mapping in two separate stages, its computation takes much less time.
However, the quality of the initial solution is not as good as would be obtained
from performing a one-shot mapping. Therefore, PaGe–VNE’s next step refines
the initial solution, by using it as an input into the dual problem. This results
into prices for the substrate network links and nodes. For every virtual link,
these prices are then used to determine a shortest path from each of the possible
substrate nodes at each of its ends using Dijkstra’s algorithm. This set of paths,
P2–together with those obtained in the initial solution–are finally used to solve
the primal problem and obtain a final VNE solution.

2.2 Reinforcement Learning-Based DRA (RL–DRA)

After VNE, we dynamically and opportunistically allocate resources to virtual
nodes and links depending on the perceived need for them by virtual nodes and
links. The opportunistic use of resources involves carefully taking advantage of
unused virtual node and link resources to ensure that VN requests are not re-
jected when resources reserved to already embedded requests are idle. To this
end, we use a distributed and dynamic approach (RL-DRA) shown in Fig. 2 to
allocate resources to virtual nodes and links using RL. In RL-DRA, each sub-
strate node or link is represented by an autonomous agent (AA). The node AAs
manage node capacities while the link AAs manage link bandwidths. These AAs
use a RL-based evaluative feedback mechanism to dynamically adjust the re-
sources allocated to virtual nodes and links, ensuring that resources are not left
under-utilised, and that enough resources are available to meet VN QoS needs.
Specifically, at periodic intervals, each AA perceives the current level of utilisa-
tion of resources (state), and uses its policy to take an action (hence changing
resource allocations). The AA then receives feedback which is an evaluation of
the desirability of its action. This is achieved by defining a reward function which
takes into account how efficient the AA’s action lead to better resource utilisa-
tion and its effect on VN QoS, to calculate a scalar reward that is sent back
to the agent. The AA then uses a learning algorithm (such as Q-Learning) to
adjust its policy so as to maximise the reward it achieves in the long run.
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2.3 Obtained Results

Figs. 3–5 show some of the results from our proposals. In Fig. 3, PaGe–VNE has
a significant computation time saving compared with a solution that determines
an optimal solution (OS) of VNE while achieving almost the same VNE effciency
(result not shown due to space restrictions). Fig. 4 confirms that RL-DRA leads
to better substrate resource utilisation by accepting more VN requests than a
static solution. Morever, as shown in 5, the better performance in RL-DRA is
not at the expense of VN QoS, as the packet delay variation of the dynamic
approach converges to that of the static one after the agent has learnt. We have
written two papers [15], [16] as a result of these proposals. [15] is still under
review while [16] has been accepted.

3 Conclusion and Future Work

This research is aimed at contributing to better resource management in network
virtualisation. We have proposed a one-shot unsplittable flow VNE that improves
solution computation time, and a distributed and dynamic approach that leads
to better resource utilisation. However, some of the mathematical formulations
used in PaGe–VNE can still become intractable for bigger problem instances.
While a significant improvement in computation time is achieved compared to
the optimal solution, and although in practice there are high performance tools
[17] for efficiently solving such problems, more work can be done, for instance, by
seeking a relaxation to the program which permits to solve it in polynomial time.
In addition, implementing RL–DRA in real networks and in a multi-domain VN
environment may raise more challenges since it may require a clear communica-
tion protocol (and a real management of this extra network load), negotiations
and agreements between competing AAs that support inter-domain substrate
paths. In future, we will study these issues and develop a prototype LAN where
the AAs are based on a real AA development framework such as JADE [18].
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